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With 18 states that have legalized the use of marijuana for medical purposes, more Americans are

curious about medical cannabis: How can it help me? What illnesses does it alleviate? How do I

procure it? The Medical Cannabis Guidebook: The Definitive Guide To Using and Growing

Medicinal Marijuana is the most exhaustive guide to medicinal cannabis produced to date, with

information regarding the types of illnesses and diseases that can be helped by cannabis, real case

studies from medical users, grow information, legal advice, and more. With many recipes for

extracts, descriptions of administration techniques, and discussions of the therapeutic uses of

cannabis throughout the ages, The Medical Cannabis Guidebook serves as a handbook for

cannabis use and also allows patients to make and grow their own medicine, prepare it in the

correct way for their specific illness, dose correctly, and educate themselves so they can make their

own informed choices. An indispensable guide for anyone needing medical cannabis, anyone

curious about its uses and even long time users looking to get the most out of their medicine, this

book is the only true medicinal cannabis handbook on the market today written by two world

renowned and respected cannabis experts.
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Jeff Ditchfield is a successful author, outspoken campaigner, and activist. He was part of Bud

Buddies, the organization that supplied cannabis free of charge to medical users from 2002 to 2007.

He is internationally acclaimed and respected for his research on cannabis-based oils and



preparations for medicinal use. Mel Thomas is a former commercial grower who now campaigns

against cannabis prohibition and has written for Releaf, Weed World, Cannabis Culture and Grow

Magazine as well as authoring the wildly successful grow book Cannabis Cultivation, which has

been in print for 10 years. Between them, the authors have written four best-selling books on

cannabis and are both involved with Bud Buddies II, a non-profit organization dedicated to helping

and advising medical marijuana patients and cancer sufferers in particular. Both live in London.

This has got to be the most ground breaking book written on Medical Cannabis and how to produce

it. These authors have produced a very timely and much needed manual on how to treat yourself

with medical cannabis, from how to grow, produce and administer the correct dose of cannabis oil

required for many aliments, illnesses, diseases, and even every day aches and pains.It is simply

written with the every day person in mind, yet still conveys the professionalism that these authors

have in the industry.In short, this book is 'the' go to book on growing, producing and administering

cannabis as medicine. Make it your first port of call.

"If a law is unjust, a man is not only right to disobey it; he is obligated to do so" -- Thomas

JeffersonBeing a staunch Jeffersonian, I find it interesting that a pair of UK authors are quoting an

American Revolutionary and placing it inside the front cover.Such ideals of personal liberty balanced

with social responsibility are foundations of marijuana legalization from the beginning. It is a travesty

that it was and continues to be the country Jefferson helped found that has done the most damage

to liberties in relation to the free use of Cannabis (as hemp or marijuana/sinsemilla).The first three

chapters of the book contain your usual context of history and usage of marijuana. Chapter four is

where you get into the new and interesting content not outlined in all the other cannabis books out

there.Chapter Four: Cannabis Cures, is something new and lists conditions that medical marijuana

can help or treat.Chapter Five: Making Cannabis Oil, is also something new. Because Green Candy

Press seems to be a more international company and much of the practices for making Cannabis

Oil extracts are determined by what types of materials are available to you, this book talks about

using Isopropyl and other solvents that are considered Ã¢Â€ÂœunsafeÃ¢Â€Â•. Based on the

science and the care taken for oil extractions, many solvents can be used if purged properly. This

book gives you the boiling point for the types of solvent used around the world for this process.I

have found a friend that has used isopropyl 99.9% medical grade alcohol for making extractions and

he has used 100 watt light bulbs to help evaporate the solvent. Based on the cheap and available

medical grade isopropyl alcohol, it would be one of the cheapest and easiest ways to make



extractions, and still be safe if proper precautions are taken.Chapter Six: Hemp Nutrition and Health,

provides the health benefits of hemp seeds as a food source and dietary supplement. Much of this

is on the internet and any good researcher is going to be able to gain this same information, but

having it compiled in an easily digestible form is a great way to ramp up your knowledge from a

reliable source if this is a new area of cannabis knowledge for you.Chapter Seven: Cannabis

Kitchen, provides an excellent primer for extracting your own cannabis terpenes for

edibles/ingestion. Some basic recipes for infusing into baking and cooking staples are all

here.Chapter Eight: Medicinal Cannabis Growing are some of the basics for understanding the

botany of cannabis and how to create medical grade sinsemilla, but one chapter when there are

entire books dedicated to the details of such does not give you enough to be successful with this

book alone. It is an excellent primer for jumping off into any of the other books specific to cannabis

botany and marijuana cultivation (including books by both authors of this book, Jeff Ditchfield and

Mel Thomas).All in all, all of the latest Green Candy Press releases have been hitting a particular

sweet spot for me in their ability to provide excellent technical detail in an easily digestible format

with great photography and step-by-step graphical instructions. The collaboration of Jeff Ditchfield

and Mel Thomas on this book is a perfect example of this melding.One other distinction this book

will have is the fact that it has lack of advertising and product placement, as portrayed by other

books similarly published by Quick American Publishing.

EVERYONE should have this BOOK in their BOOK collection and on their KINDLE as a perfect

Manual for the FACTS and its Human body NEEDS. Once you are aware that every vertebrae

animals (HUMANS are in that list) are BORN with Endogenous Cannabinoid Systems... we have

receptors that receive... Like a PLUG and SOCKET... They fit... like a FITBITI have been fortunate

enough to meet Jeff and Mel who took the time to write this book. Having dedicated their lives to

helping others understand the knowledge they have gained concerning the healing qualities of the

Cannabinoid terpenes obtained from Cannabis.The sad part about this book is the blindness to the

knowledge once its obtained.The unnecessary suffering that continues daily...The hidden

TRUTHThe ANSWERSMichelle anne X

This book is gold! Well researched, Cuts through the clutter and misleading information on the

internet. The writing is clear and to the point. Explains why medical cannabis is demonised with

factual information minus conspiracy theories regarding Big Pharma. If you are looking to find out if

medical cannabis will treat your condition, this is the book. Detailed information on various strains,



cultivation, preparation and dosage.

Love the quote at the beginning of the book"If a law is unjust, a man is not only right to disobey, he

is obligated to do so" Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826)I have read many book on cannabis and

medical cannabis, but this book is far the most in depth book.Loved the illustrations, i have never

used Cannabis and my knowledge was non existent. However we have learnt so much, from

making oils to just raw juicing.I have read about the author on google and hes helped so many in

the UK where its illegal and been incarcerated for helping the sick and dying.An excellent read and

will be buying other books from the same authors. Buy it, Live Longer.

Great read and very informative.
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